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Name of the Activity/Event
Theme/Topic

Organised by
Venue
Date & Duration
Participants / Attended by
Resource Person
File Accession Dossier

behaviour.
5. To encourage and

Objectives
1. To impart scientifically accurate knowledge about the human reproductive system, and the physical,

psychological, ernotional & sexual changes that one undergoes at adolescen.ce.
To help young adults develop skills to interact with both genders comfortably, respectfully and in
appropriate ways; so that they learn to develop and maintain meaningful relationships.
To enlighten young minds about the legislation dealing with sexual issues, and to empower them with
i<nowledge in order to prevent sexual abuse, rape and exploitation.
To help the counselors/Principals work out a plan for solving the difficulties between normal & abnormal
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: National Summit of school principals

: Sexual behaviour of school children in changing socio - cultural
environment

: ICTRC

: India International centre
: 15-12-17 (B:30 am - 2:30 pm)

: Ms. Neha Udar

: Dr. V.S Ravindran

: Teacher's workshop

develop right attitude towards age and OrJr,,on appropriateness towards "sex

"Earl,y, childhood education is the key to be the betterment of society".

ed ucation "
6. To identify students who are at the risk in any area of life.

Description

"Earl,y' childhood education is the key to be the betterment of society".
A semrnar was conducted on the topic "sexual behaviour of school children in changing socio - cultural
environment". The seminar revolved around understanding the normal & abnormal behaviour of children at

every age level. The topic Sexuality education is]art of today's delusional world. Sexuality education also has

a place in the wider school by helping to creatl a safe physical and emotional environment for everybody.

Effective sexuality education takes a positive view of sexual development as a natural part of growing up. It is

vital to the overall well-being of children and young people.

Ine seminar started with the remarks of Dr. V. S. Ravindran who is a renowned Educational

Psychologist, Counselor Trainer highlighting, the areas wherein he mainly emphasized on topics like raising a

successful child, understanding emotional needs of a child and working in partnership with schools. He further

said that with the advent of internet, children are influenced more from the outside world in which both good

and bad exist, so need of the parents is to educate their child and not to deprive them from it. In the present

times, it is extremely important to keep the young generation adequately informed about human sexuality, so

that the correct scientific knowledge may lead to building healthy' attitudes towards sex, high standards of

conduct, responsible behavior, and wholesome personalities.
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